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About This Game

Lose yourself in the mesmerizing, fantastical world of Morphopolis, a game about transformation and discovery.

Morphopolis takes you through a lucid insect world in a puzzle adventure that will stick with you for years.

You take on the role of an aphid grub and guide him through several stages of metamorphosis, as he journeys for his spawning
ground deep within the insect microcosm. Discover hidden secrets as you journey deeper and deeper into the game world.

Winner of the Association of Illustrators Award, Morphopolis features 100% hand-drawn art and animation. Its soundtrack was
composed by well-known British composer Thom Robson with the aim of captivating and immersing the player as he or she

takes their time to solve puzzles and enjoy the organic world of Morphopolis.

We are very grateful for all the encouragement we have and during the production of this game and we hope you enjoy playing
Morphopolis as much as we did making it.
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Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Dan Walters, Ceri Williams
Publisher:
Dan Walters
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space
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Not as I remembered these songs being and Steam "Help"\/"Customer Service" is completely obstinate. They refuse to refund
me my money, despite repeated requests. I've purchased $100s of dollars worth of songs and they're nickel & diming me on this
p.o.s. Horrible horrible experience with this.. I've bought Crown of Leaves three times total, once for myself, twice for friends,
and never regretted it in the slightest. In fact, my only regret, is that my good friend Oz recommended it to me last year and I
didn't buy it sooner! A gorgeous artstyle, a stunning soundtrack I love to listen to even out of game, and a unique story to tell.
I'm overwhelmingly eager to see what happens next. This game really struck a chord with me; Really can't recommend it
enough. Love seeing the tidbits on Twitter from the project account as well!. This game tells me to do things.. I had such great
hop for this game and after waiting years to be able to play the game i have to say its the worse game i have ever bought. No
way of deleting saved games you dont play it is always freezing and once you save and open to play and i have no building or
walls. I'll be glad to update this review after a while passes.

As an early access game I know it is not complete; in my very first play I've caught a few bugs (dead spots in the sand leading up
to the islands; a glitch where I can go under the sea floor but then can't get back up and inevitably perish; randomly not being
able to use items; a few menu errors other commenters have mentioned). And despite having a decent computer, there are still a
lot of stutters and staggers with the graphics level on high.

However... I think this game has great potential anyway, and it is certainly the first deserted-island-based game I've come across.
I'm still getting a hankering to play it. I was looking for something between a walking simulator, an atmospheric open world, and
a simple game where you don't have to think too much. Ah, and something slightly nautical to indulge my love of the ocean.
This was it.

Easy controls. Easy concept. Survive.

I'm sure with time and tweaks it will be even more beautiful with more room for creativity. I look forward to updates and other
new things, because there is already so much potential.. A very interesting program that changes the desktop wallpaper for a
beautiful animation of the evolution of the planets. There are various settings and localizations, so no problems would arise.. add
leaderboard. This is a fun board game, and I thought I would give it a go with some friends online, but playing online games
with friends is extremely buggy with non stop connection and "authenticating" issues.. I am sorry for leaving a negative review, i
don't do that, however, this software is broken just like the previous one, it cannot open RAW files (Canon 30D\/Canon 700D),
pretty much everyone else with some exceptions are facing these issues and faced them in the previous version aswell (The
previous version worked perfectly fine until some update if i remember correctly).

Also, "WIC Error: pFactory -> CreateDecoderFromFilename failed.",

I love CameraBag's workflow and UI, and i want my things to be on Steam, it's convenient to have everything in one place, but i
am not trading comfort for RAW editing, no chance in hell :)

I hope you guys will fix this, for now i will have to refund, if you fix it, i will be more than happy to purchase it again (and not
just for me).. You know, this is actually a pretty fun game. I mean, it's not the most amazing thing in the world but it's
responsive, well-paced, though a little fast. It's not the most complex game in the world, but I like how it works. It's a decent
game
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I love this game so much, I got it for both Steam and Android. This game has plenty of replayability, as it's not about solving a
particular puzzle, and a walkthrough would be kind of meaningless. Each shape has its own predicaments and you never really
complete one in quite the same way twice. Very relaxing (even in the moments where it gets tricky), and a very beautiful
experience. Simple, but smooth graphics. Easy to pick up and play for just a few minutes or to get lost in for shape after shape. I
highly recommend this game. I will say that Android offers an experience that is more appropriately tactile (duh), but it is still
very enjoyable here on Steam.. inMomentum is a fast-paced Speedy reflex running game. the world itself looks cool looking, all
these platforms floating. reminded me of Super mario galaxy. Great art style, Great music
Can be very frustrating especially in harder difficulties. some of the levels were impossible to beat in higher difficulties. Its a
game that can be beaten in a short amount of time
. Worth the 5 bucks for the added content. Mute Crimson+ is an extremely challenging game yet very well built and very fun.
The flow of the game is really nice, controls and movements are great and the music is good too.

If you enjoy challenging platformers, I recommend picking up Mute Crimson+ and putting your skills to the test.

Tip: Occassionaly it can be difficult to know where to go next in a few areas. Do a bit of scouting in the directions you're
allowed to go on your first few attempts, this will help you see the way and allow you to play the map more precise.

A must have for the platformer enthusiast!. Fun little sim game. Sort of Like Reigns but more complex. I look forward
to seeing what the dev does next as far as updates and even their next project. :-). This game is neat and fun to some
point, the only real problem with this game is that there are no checkpoints in the stages so if you DIE! which u will
alot then you need to restart the whole map from the beggining and it gets so agrovating.. Hard as hell. Options menu
is a little hard to understand. Great music, adorable character! Some more backstory\/tutorial would be nice.
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